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O d d Year takes Nykerk for s e c o n d year
Audrey McKenzie
Features Intern

Winning in both 2015 and
2016, the sophomore class of
2019 took home the Nykerk Cup
this past Saturday. The 82nd An
nual Nykerk Cup Competition
took place on Sat., Oct. 29 in the
DeVos Fieldhouse. Freshman and
sophomore women competed in
song, play and oration for a total
of six performances. The Hope
and Holland communities come
together for family weekend to
support this Hope tradition and
the performers.
This tradition, started by Dr.
John Nykerk, is put on each year
as a way to empower women as
well as bring both the Even and
Odd years together. Not only is
this competition about the per
formers, but there is an executive
board and studentsworking to en
sure that the night runs smoothly.
These junior and senior stu
dents were previous members of
Nykerk. Both classes performed
in such a way that displayed true
Hope character, tradition and
passion. This year’s Nykerk Cup
Competition was emceed by the
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1-9 IS FEELING FINE — The Odd Year S o n g girls are all smiles performing at the 82nd Annual Nykerk Cup Competition. Their
medley titled “Boy Bands Through the A g e s ” rocked DeVos and concluded a night of fantastic performances from both years.
General Chair and Mistresses of
Ceremonies, Kelsey Payne ‘(17).

The last time a class won Nykerk
as both freshman and sopho

mores was in 2003. Itwas truly a
night to remember.

see

N ykerk ,page 7

Unofficial guide to class registration
Sarah Downing
Campus Co-Editor

Halloween is over at Hope
College, but the next big scare is
quickly approaching. It’s not the
2016 Election — it’s class regis
tration. Registration for Spring
2017 classes will take place Mon.
Nov. 7 through Thurs. Nov. 10.
Ifthis is your first time register
ing online, the process can look
daunting. If you’re haunted by
this process, never fear! As al
ways, the Office of the Registrar
is available to help students out.
Here isa guide with a few tips to
get started:
1. Know when you are regis
tering — Checking your regis
tration time on KnowHope Plus
iskey! After you’ve logged in, se
lect ‘Registrar and Student Ac
counts’ and then ‘Registration!
There will be many options but
the one you want to click is‘Reg
istration Status’
. Here you can
find the time and day when you
can begin registering for classes.
The times are organizes by cred
its. The more credits you have,
the sooner you register!
2. Meet with your advisor —
Get in contact with your advi
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sor to go over your degree and
course choices. Not only can
H o p e c q i 11 <.(
this meeting be super helpful,
but your advisor gives you a PIN
number which you need to have
Y O U R SPRING 2017 REGISTRATION INFORMATION
November 7^10.2016
for registration. So email them
as soon as possible.
You will be registering for spring a m ? glasses online through your KnowBope Plus
Account, Below is important Information to prepare,
3. Have a plan — It’s a good
idea to make a list of all your
courses as well as the CRNs
Cheek your KnewHepe Plus end prepere fer registration
(5-digit course registration
numbers) to avoid mistakes. You
on your account that will prevent registration, You will be assigned a registration
can also search for your classes
time on November 7,8 or 9 that is based on your earned credits. The more credits
once you get online to register,
you have, the sooner you can register,
but this does take some more
time. It’s always a good idea to
smooth registration process.
have some backups (and a box
S arah D owning
of tissues) in case the class you
wanted is full when you finally A LITTLE HELP F R O M YOUR FRIENDS — Check your Inbox for a helpful email from the
go to register.
Registrar’s Office on course registration.
4. Does it work? — Class
tified on the status of the wait
times conflict. It just happens. cess depends on your regis after your assigned time.
listed course on Fri., Nov. 18. If
6. Possibly change classes —
Instead of trying to figure out tration time. Get up early and
given permission to join a class
your scheduled in your head, make some coffee so you can be Ifyou’re truly indecisive (ithap
from the list, you lucked out!
go to slatepermutate.org. Se wide-awake for your morning pens to the best of us) you can
Go visitthe Registrar’s Office on
lect the classes you want and registration. Ifyou're scheduled go back and make changes until
Nov. 21 or 22 to accept the reg
SlatePermutate will create mul to register during a class, plan your PIN expires at 7 a.m. on
istration.
tiple schedules for you based on afterwards when you can regis Thursday Nov. 10.
8.
Drop/Add — Ifyou want to
7
.
Rock
the
Waitlist
—
Popu
those choices. This is useful to ter. Ifyou have signed instructor
make
schedule
changes or add
lar
classes
and
General
Educa
see if your class times conflict permission or prerequisite over
yourself
to
a
wait
list,you can do
tion
requirements
often
have
and is a clean, visual way to see ride forms, you need to bring
so
using
the
drop/add
process
wait
l
i
s
t
s
.
I
f
you
place
yourself
those to the Registrar's Office
your possible schedule.
beginning
Wed.
Nov.
23.
on
the
wait
l
i
s
t
,
you
will
be
no
5. REGISTER — This pro to be registered for those classes
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Big Read, Big Events

O h Nykerk, W e Love You

Hail to the Orange and Blue

Learn about the 20 1 6 Big
Read and upcoming events.

Even though Nykerk is over, the performances were
ones to remember, especially for Odd Year.

Catch up on Hope College sporting events including
the football team.
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Thursday
Cervantes & Shakespeare: A
Legacy of 400 Years

5
<

Dr. Sarah Gretter presents at 3
p.m., students at 4 p.m. a n d Dr. D a 
vid Bevington at 7:30 p.m. All events
in the Fri ed-Hemenway Auditorium
of the Martha Miller Center,

o Haitian Culture and Educa
tion Dinner at Cook
,

'
)

A n authentic Haitian dinner will be
prepared as part of the first ever Big
R e a d Holland Area cuisine event.
Seatings at 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the
C o o k Hall Dining R o o m .

Friday
Relay for Life 2016
Join the H o p e College c o m m u n i t y
for a night of celebrating cancer
survivors, r e m e m b e r i n g loved ones,
a n d fighting back against cancer. It
starts at 7 p.m. In the D o w Center.

Geraud Dimanche Concert
A s part of the Big R ea d Holland Area,
H o p e College’s Department of Music
presents Haitian d r u m m e r Geraud
Dimanche. Starts at 7:30 p.m. in
the Concert Hall of the Jack H. Miller
Center for Musical Arts.

Friday and Saturday
H2 Dance C o m p a n y Concert
T h e fall concert features the U.S.
premiere of Dieser Ort, the w or k
performed by the c o m p a n y during
the international Edinburgh Festival
Fringe in August. Concert begins at
7:30 p.m. in the Knickerbocker T h e 
atre. Tickets are $ 5 for students.

Saturday
Concert Series: Ra Ra Riot
featuring Michigander
R a R a Riot has b ee n together for
a d e c a d e but that does not m e a n
they've lost a spark. T h e concert will
feature special guest Michigander
a n d starts at 8 p.m. In Dlm n e n t
Memorial Chapel. Tickets are $ 1 0
for students.

In B

rief

CERVANTES AND
SHAKESPEARE:
CELEBRATING A LEGACY
Hope College is planning to
celebrate William Shakespeare
and Miguel de Cervantes on
Thursday. The two renowned
writers lived atthe same time but
did not know each other. Both
died 400 years ago thisyear.
The celebration will involve
two invited speakers and
presentations by Hope students.
All sessions will be held in the
Fried/Hemenway Auditorium of
Hope’s Martha Miller Center, on
the southeast comer of 10th St.
and Columbia.
Dr. Sarah Gretter ofMichigan
StateUniversity will lead offat3
p.m. on “The Reality of Fiction
in the 21st Century: Lessons
from Cervantes.” Gretter’s
teaching, scholarly writings and
public scholarship bridge the
gap between literary thinking
and social media.
Her publications involve a
humanities-centered approach
to technology. She was recently
invited to Twitter Headquarters
to talk about the implications of
her work for digital citizenship.
Her paper will be followed by
five briefpresentations by Hope
students at 4 p.m.

Campus Co-Editor
@ alypie914

saved their life.
In the world today where
Turner said, “W e want to
games, videos, fitness track bring attention that violence is
ers and messaging are acces not gender specific. It is an issue
sible first-hand with technol for males too.” This proved evi
ogy, where is the tech in the dent when a customer bought
way of personal safety? O n over the sound grenade for her son.
100 campuses, including Hope One night as he was walking
College’s campus, students are back from library, he noticed
carrying the sound grenade de someone behind them. He
signed by R O B O C O P P to keep crossed the street and the pur
them safe.
suer followed him. The student
R O B O C O P P is an organiza pulled his alarm, and the stalker
tion and movement that believes immediately took off in the oth
technology can do more to in er direction. This story shows
crease personal safety. They fol just how impactful an alarm can
low Maslow’s Hierarchy, a pyra be on the criminal psyche. Turn
mid levels of human needs. The er shares another recent story of
basics include food and water as the success of the alarm.
necessities and the level just af
This was a very special case as
ter that ispersonal safety.
it happened close to their home
W e are so advanced and office. They received an email
technology is so powerful. W e one Thursday night that stated,
should be able to press a but “I got one of your devices and
ton and get immediate help. Jill I forgot it was even on my key
Turner, Public Relations Direc chain. As I was walking back
tor of ROBOCOPP, said, “W e
to my car from the train sta
envision a future where crime is tion, two men approached me
non-existent. Where criminals and asked me to hand over all
are able to be caught immedi my money. I pulled the alarm
ately^’W e already have so much and they ran away.” Turner was
to worry about as a student be amazed. These stories show her
tween homework and school and R O B O C O P P that their tech
obligations, family and extra- is out there and doing what itis
curriculars. W e shouldn’t have supposed to be doing: protect
to worry about being mugged or ing people.
worse.
R O B O C O P P isn’t stopping
R O B O C O P P offers the star there. Tuner has given infor
tling Sound Grenade. Purely mation on their new devise the
an alarm, it is simple and loud. company plans on launching
It is a small device the size of a very soon. The world’s smallest
flash drive that releases a 120 SOS alarm is available for pre
decibel alarm when you pull the order for 30 percent off. You can
pin. The Sound Grenade has re place your order for the ROBOceived many success stories. The Ranger today at www.kickstartcompany states they get them er.com/projects/607962626/
all the time, people are just so

R0B0C0PP

R 0 B 0 C 0 P P EXCLUSIVE — R O B O C O P P Is keeping H o p e ’s
c a m p u s safer with their connected device: The world’s smalls
est S O S alarm.
the-worlds-first-connected-personal-safety-alarm.
This is something the com
pany has been working on for
months. The ROBORanger
alarm is basically a stand-alone
design. Itis much like the previ
ous Sound Grenade but offers so
much more. Itlooks very similar
with a pin that sounds when you
pull it. It is slightly louder with
a 130 decibels alarm. The differ
ence is that when you pull the
alarm, your location is sent to
24-7 monitoring system where
they dispatch 9-1-1 to your lo
cation. It completely stands

alone, meaning it doesn’t need
to be synced to a phone or any
other technology. It is the first
connected alarm like this in the
world.
This product is out there and
should be utilized. To learn more
about R O B O C O P P and check
out their devices, visittheirvfeb^
site atR O B O C O P P C O M
This movement is so impor
tant to ROBOCOPP. It is time
that students and people can
start feeling safe in their every
day lives. R O B O C O P P and their
technology are making personal
safety possible.

Hope continues to raise
cancer awareness
ing back against cancer. Closing
ceremonies will be held at 6:30
Campus Co-Editor
a.m.
Hundreds of students partic
The student-organized Hope
ipate in the college's Relay For
College chapter of Colleges
Life annually, with more than
Against Cancer will sponsor its
640 signed up this year. The
14th annual Relay For Life event
32 teams that have registered
on Fri., Nov. 4 starting at 7 p.m.
include a variety of student or
and ending at 7 a.m. on Sat.,
ganizations. These groups rep
Nov. 5.Itwillbe held at the Dow
resent academic programs, resi
Center. Relay For Life is part of
dence halls, athletics and others
a national fundraising initiative
who have banded together on
for the American Cancer Soci
behalf of the event.
ety. The event invites members
"I do Relay because cancer
of the Hope community to form
effects every persons life in
teams and then walk the Dow
someway," MacKenzie Andreoli
Center’s track overnight to raise
funds for research, education, (T8) said. "Whether it’s a fam
ilymember or friend or a family
advocacy and service in the
member of a friend, it touches
fight against cancer.
everyone's lives. Those people
The relay will begin with an
who are sick can't always get up
opening ceremony at 7 p.m.,
and raise money or be active.
with cancer survivors and care
So we do itin for them. Cancer
givers invited to participate in
never stops; why should we?"
laps at 7:30 p.m. The event will
Relay For Life has grown into
also include a luminaria cere
a global event that is important
mony honoring those who have
to many people at Hope and in
lost their lives and those who
the Holland community. Come
are still battling cancer. At 1
get involved and support the
a.m. on Sat. Nov. 7, there will be
teams this weekend.
a ceremony emphasizing fight-

Sarah Downing

tfouArtP
UNITED C H U R C H O F CHRIST
progressive - engaging - inclusive

A n e w church in
d o w n t o w n Holland!
Sundays 10am
Holland Area Arts Council
hollanducc.org
facebook.com/hollanducc

Hillary Clinton

Issues

Clinton wants to boost the
economic growth by giving tax
cuts to the middle class, small
business and fund scientific research. In addition, she wants to
help women enter the workforce
by requiring companies to pay
forfamily leave. She plans to ereate fair growth in the economy
by raisingthe minimum wage up
to $15, increasing workers' benefits and lowering college costs,

Hillary also supports long-term
growth by combating quarterly
capitalism. She plans to raise
taxes, mostly on the wealthy,
to pay for her new programs,
More specifically, these shortterm capital gains taxes are
from those earning $400,000 or
more a year, who are the top 0.5
percent of taxpayers and would
bear 90 percent of the increased
tax burden.

Economy

Clinton hopes to combat
terrorism with improved intelligence instead of troops. She
believes we should provide support by working with Arab nations and sharing intelligence
with European allies to coordinate air attacks. Clinton’s approach toward Iran shows that
she is not too concerned with
their nuclear efforts, especially

its involvement in Syria. Furthermore, Hillary’s relationship
with Vladimir Putin remains
cold, because of the recent suspicious cyber-security between
Russia and the Democratic National Committee email server,
Clinton also wants to normalize
diplomatic relations with Cuba,
calling for an end to the trade
embargo with their nation.

Foreign Policy

Clinton
has
supported
Obamacare since itwas created,
and not only does she want to
maintain it but also expand on
it. While the Affordable Care
Act was a valuable step toward
improving universal health care,
Clinton also wants to expand

Medicaid in states that have
refused to do so and additionally provide undocumented immigrants access to affordable
health care. She supports the
creation of public access within
Obamacare to compete against
private insurers.

Clinton wants to protect the
undocumented
immigrants
from deportation and even
help them accommodate into
American society. More specifically,she claims the U.S.-Mexico
border is not a problem, and in
fact seems to be a pretty secure
system. Instead, she focuses on
comprehensive immigration reform that leads to citizenship,
With the issues of deportation,
Clinton focuses on arresting

and deporting undocumented
immigrants who “pose a violent
threat to public safety,” according to the Democratic nominee’s
immigration platform. She supports both the Deferred Actions
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
and Deferred Actions for Parents of Americans (DAPA),
which both protect undocumented immigrants who meet
certain criteria from deportation.

Trump

Speaking about the economy,
Trump wants to lower the cor
porate tax rate to bring back
corporate funds that are kept
overseas to avoid the high U.S.
tax rate. Trump also wants to
increase the G D P by making it
cheaper to manufacture in the
U.S. In addition to cutting the
corporate tax rate, Trump wants

to severely cut back on the
amount of regulation the U.S.
imposes on business in order to
cut back on government expen
ditures and increase business
revenues and profits. Trump has
used his business experience as
clear evidence of his economic
know how and abilityto improve
the GDP.

Trump wants to force N A T O
members to pay their fair share
of the protection that they are
receiving from the U.S. but also
work with other nations, like
Russia, to combat terrorism in
the Middle East and around the
globe. Trump favors a more iso
lationist stance, and isdecidedly
against “nation-building” and

involvement in foreign wars.
Trump isalso very much against
North American Free Trade
Agreement, Trans-Pacific Part
nership and Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership:
trade agreements that he argues
will export U.S. jobs to compet
ing nations and economies.

Health Care

Trump is vehemently op Trump would create a mental
posed to ObamaCare. He has health division within the V A
vowed to repeal ObamaCare to reduce veteran suicide rates,
if elected and has said that the a nationwide epidemic. Trump
entire thing was a fraud. Trump argues that we should focus on
also would like to reform the getting the biggest bang for our
Veteran Administration to pro buck regarding healthcare in
vide better care to veterans. stead of public healthcare.

Immigration

Trump entered the 2016
presidential race with his bom
bastic comments pertaining to
the immigration occurring on
the Southern Border. His views
on illegal immigration brought
him to the forefront of the Re
publican primary, and his tough
stance forced other candidates
to better justify their positions.

Trump’s planned policies echo
his words: he plans to use anti
immigration legislation to pro
mote jobs for disenfranchised
citizens of the U.S. rather than
illegal aliens. Trump has called
amnesty unfair to those who are
waiting and who have waited to
become fully fledged citizens.

R e m e m b e r to vote on or before Nov. 8!

H o p e Advocates for Sustainability
presents

2016 FALL FILM
FESTIVAL

Donald

filCINB
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R a c i n g ExtinctionN o v e m b e r 1st. 6 : 4 5 in W i n a n t s - A u d i t o r i ' j m
S p o n s o r e d by t h e H o p e C o l l e g e G r e e n T e a m .
H o l l a n d - H o p e C o l l e g e S u s t a i n a b i l i t y Institute,
a n d the W e s t M i c h i g a n Creation Cares
P o v e r t y Inc.
N o v e m b e r 10th. 7 : 0 0 at t h e K n i c k e r b o c k e r
S p o n s o r e d b y M a r k e t s a n d Morality a n d T n e B i g P e a d

C h a s i n g ice
N o v e m b e r 18th. 8 3 0 in W i n a n t s A u d i t o r i u m
S p o n s o r e d b y Residential Life a n d B i o l o g y C l u b

Love T h y Nature
N o v e m b e r 28th. 8 3 0 in W i n a n t s A u d i t o r i u m
Partnered with O u t d o o r A d v e n t u r e C l u b

■hope students- mat attend 3-4 of tne f?ms w race.ve
a 'Sustainable Hope' siuminum water dottier

i ON E OR THE OTHER — After Nov. 8, either Donald Trump or Hillary Clinton will be the next
(.. ) V - kJ

president of the United States of America.

Venezuela’s e c o n o m y isn’t their only threat
Sinking oil prices, produce shortages a n d harmful hospitals, d o e s their g o v e r n m e n t play a role?
Sarah Mozdren

last week after Maduro claimed
it as a coup attempt. In return,
protesters are calling for Madu
In the early 2000s, Venezuela ro to be placed on trial for ma
used to prosper in their econo nipulating their constitution.
Last Wednesday, Oct. 26,
my with their rich oil produc
tion, one that boasts for their protestors filled the streets of
largest oil reserves in the world. Caracas to stand against their
Their former president, Hugo government about a recall vote
Chavez, who controlled this to remove their current presi
wealth, was able to use itto pay dent Nicolas Maduro, who may
for social programs and higher as well be close to turning their
education and reduce poverty democracy into a definite dicta
torship.
rates down to half.
Several thousands of protest
However, in 2013, their econ
omy took a turn after years of ers blocked the main roads and
too much government involve neighborhoods to take a stand,
ment on expenses in welfare which lead to schools, shops
programs and poorly managed and highways closing. This an
facilities. While Chavez con archist protest ended in chaos as
trolled the majority of the oil one police officer was reported
production, the economy busted to have died, 120 people left in
because oil prices sunk down jured and 147 arrested.
To make matters worse, Ven
and could not sell enough for
a profit. Since 2014, oil prices ezuela is running out of funds.
are continuing to lose its value They owe $15 billion while their
as their prices are plummeting central bank only holds $11.8
down, which leaves the country billion. While Venezuela re
in shortages of groceries, medi lied on other countries such as
cines and chaotic hyperinflation. China for loans, China recently
Previously, lawmakers in stopped contributing payments
Venezuela’s National Assembly to Venezuela after $60 billion in
attempted to fight this dropping loans since 2007. China relied
economy for a recall election. on Venezuela for their secure
However, this failed when the source of oil, but because of the
country’s electoral commission inflation in that country, China
suspended the referendum plan can no longer rely on their trou
W orld Co-Editor

bles.
Since 2013, the government
kept enforcing strict and ex
pensive price controls on pro
duce sold in supermarkets. This
stopped food shipments from
supplying any more produce
into their store. Because the
produce is so expensive in the
stores, several residents cannot
afford to buy their necessities,
which then lead to a greater loss
for the supermarkets.
Some Venezuelans went sev
CBC News
eral weeks, and even months, TAKING A STAND — Thousands of protesters In Caracas,
without basic food, such as milk, Venezula, flood the streets as they fight for a better economy.
eggs and flour, and other sup
plies such as soap and toilet pa
per. Many resorted to traveling Another citizen, Luiz Hidalgo, creasing value of their oil,which
into different countries just to who has been in a wheelchair was controlled by their govern
with a leg injury from a car ac ment. While their economic def
gain access to toiletpaper
In addition, these expensive cident, also had to buy his own icit lead to inflation throughout
grocery prices lead to street medical supplies. Unfortunately, the whole country, isthe govern
gangs, mob thefts and also poor while he was sedated, his medi ment left to blame? Venezuela
made such an extreme switch on
conditions of roads and public cal equipment was stolen.
Major theft was common in their government from democ
buildings. One survivor of this
violence in Valencia was Jose hospitals throughout Venezuela racy to socialism that many can
Luis Vasquez, who was rushed since medical supplies can be argue turned into a dictatorship.
to the emergency room lastweek sold on the black market. Be Can this commotion predict fu
from a gunshot wound while be cause of the shortages of medi ture outcomes of similar coun
ing robbed at his job. He was cine that make ordinary medi tries gravitating toward social
sent to one of the largest pub cines hard to obtain, people are ism? There is still much debate
lic hospitals in Valencia, about taking desperate measures to if socialism is the ideal form of
government, but hopefully other
150 miles from Caracas, but the gain access to sparse resources.
Venezuela's disastrous econ countries, especially the United
hospital lacked proper surgical
supplies and he had to purchase omy and public health is due to States, can see their values of
them from different locations. their falling oil prices and de economic freedom.

FBI director C o m e y sends letter to Congress
Anthony W e in e r ’s alleged “sexting” of a minor m a y result in the reopening of the Clinton email case
Colin O ’Connor
W orld Co-Editor

O n Friday, FBI director James
Comey sent a letter to Congress
stating that the investigation
into Hillary Clinton’s emails
would be reopened following
the discovery of new emails in a
“separate investigation.” Nearly
650,000 emails were found on
disgraced former Congressman
Anthony Weiner’s laptop during
an investigation by the FBI in
vestigation into his alleged “sexting" of an underage girl.
Of the 650,000 emails, some
were discovered to belong to
Weiner's estranged wife, Clin
ton's top aide, Huma Abedin.
It is not known how Abedin’s
emails wound up on Weiner’s
computer, however the less po
liticized investigation of his apipaling online sexual advances
‘to a minor may have turned up
important emails related to the
f Clinton entourage.
1 The validity of the emails
as evidence was challenged by
Clinton supporters, largely
because the FBI did not have a
warrant to look at the emails.
This was rebuffed when the war
rant to read the emails was ob
tained by the FBI on Sunday, ac
cording to the Ne w York Times.
Unfortunately for Clinton, and
especially Abedin, if confiden
tialfilesare found on the private
email account director Comey’s

recommendation against an in
dictment may very well change.
Some have asserted that the
delay in the FBI’s ability to ob
tain a warrant to read the emails
may be related to a Department
of Justic-FBI conflict. Attorney
General Loretta Lynch was re
portedly against director Comey
sending his letter to Congress,
as itwould indubitably affectthe
election now less than a week
away.
Several Clinton supporters,
including Nevada senator Harry
Reid, have alleged that director
Comey has violated the Hatch
Act: a law prohibiting political
activity by executive branch of
ficials. In his letter to congress,
director Comey told recipients
that he “agreed that the FBI
should take appropriate inves
tigative steps designed to allow
investigators to review these
emails to determine whether
they contain classified informa
tion, as well as to assess their im
portance to our investigation.”
Director James Comey’s ap
pointment as FBI director lasts
for 10 years, and since he took
office in 2013, he will be in office
for the duration ofthe next pres
idents term. If elected, Trump
has promised to launch a special
investigation into both Clinton's
gross misuse of a private email
sever while serving as Secretary
of State and the conflict of inter
est regarding the Clinton Foun-

66
the FBI should take
appropriate investiga
tive steps designed to
allow investigators to
review these emails to
determine whether they
contain classified infor
mation.

— James Comey
FBI D irector
dation. If Clinton is elected, she
may very well be sworn in while
being investigated for a conflict
Getty Images
of interest and the mishandling
of confidential material. Often STANDOFF — FBI Director J a m e s C o m e y sent a letter to C o n 
one of the penalties for mishan gress alerting t h e m of n e w evidence, serving to alter his previ
dling of classified documents is ous recommendation of no indictment for Secretary Clinton.
the revocation of classified priv
ileges, something that a presi
dent obviously needs in order to questions before Clinton at Can a president be sworn into
do theirjob.
tended the events at which they our nations highest office while
In addition to the emails were to be asked. The collusion under investigation? Only time
found by the FBI, thousands of campaign and media is noth will tell.
of hacked emails belonging to ing new in the political arena,
Clinton campaign chairman but the sheer level of control ex
John Podesta have been released erted by the Clinton campaign
by Wikileaks. As of Oct. 31, the over those who inform the pub
total number of emails released lic begs one to ask one question,
stands at roughly 39,000. These why?
This close to the election and
emails have illustrated the clear
connection between the Clinton in the middle of many state’s
campaign and popular media early voting periods, these new
outlets. The Podesta emails have revelations about the leading
given Donald Trump's allegation candidate's legal issues in regard
of a media conspiracy some le to national security have serious
gitimacy, as they revealed that implications for the already his
the Clinton campaign received toric 2016 presidential election.

GEfINVOLVED!
Ifyouwantto help coverworid news,
politics orevents,contact the world
co-editors
sarah,mozdreniope.edu
and
colin.oconnoi@hope.edu

Haitian culture, family story in Big Read
Annah Duffey
A rts Co-Editor

The Big Read is an annual
event that started in 2014 in
Holland. Every year the Holland
area picks a book to read and
throughout November there
are discussions, workshops and
other events about the chosen
work. The past two years they
covered “To Kill a Mockingbird”
by Harper Lee and “The Things
They Carried” by Tim O ’Brien.
This year the book is “Brother,
I’m Dying”by Edwidge Danticat.
Nov. 1 started the month
off with multiple presentations
about “Brother, I’m Dying” and
Haitian life. Book discussions
will be held at a wide array of
places, including IP’s Coffee and
Espresso Bar, Hope College’s
Van Wylen library, Biggby Cof
fee and the Holland Museum.
If you’re unable to make one
discussion, there are plenty of
other opportunities dispersed
throughout the next five weeks.
Danticat was born in Haiti
but ended up in the United
States at 12 years of age, accord
ing to Hope’s event page. Her
Big Read book is a memoir that
also touches upon Haitian cul

ture and its relationship with
the United States. "She has a
gift for fusing together objec
tive analysis and raw, personal
stories so that the reader walks
away not only knowing more
about Danticat's experience, but
the experiences and realities of
thousands of people around the
world," Annika Gidley (T9) said.
Danticat will be giving a keynote
address in Dimnent chapel on
Nov. 15 at 7 p.m., with a Q & A
earlier that day at 10 a.m.
There are also a couple mov
ies being screened at the Knick
erbocker Theatre as part of the
month-long series. “La Belle
Vie,” a film covering the political
and economic aspects of Haiti,
will be shown Nov. 7 at 7 p.m.
“Poverty Inc." will be shown on
Nov. 10 at 7 p.m. It is a movie
that discusses charities and
their relationship with impover
ished places— whether they are
healthy or unhelpful. There will
also be post-film book discus
sions at Our Brewing Company.
“Attending Big Read events
and hearing Danticat speak can
help students to undo this view
and to see Haiti as a country
with a vibrant culture worthy of
attention for something other

BROTHE
I’M DYE

N ews and M edia S ervices

Hannah Plkaart
Arts Co-Editor

H2 Dance Company’s fall
concert at Hope College, opened
on Friday, Oct. 28 and will con
tinue Fri.-Sun., Nov. 4-5, at 7:30
p.m. at the Knickerbocker The
atre.Itfeatures the U.S. premiere
of “Dieser Ort,” the work that
the company performed to criti
cal acclaim this summer during
the international Edinburgh Fes
tival Fringe in Scotland, as well
as three other pieces.
While atthe Edinburgh Festi
val Fringe in August, H2 Dance
Company was the only group
out of the 22 in its venue to re
ceive three professional reviews.
Broadway Baby described “Die
ser Ort” by saying, “the music
alone is worth going to hear
and its intensity is amplified
and powerfully interpreted in
this deeply expressive work.”
T V Bomb said that the dancers
“have a huge energy and throw
themselves into what is, after
all, a challenging work, with
great panache,” and one4review
said that “the dancers are clearly
talented, and particularly so in
the acting aspect of the perfor
mance.”
“To get a singular review is
extremely hard at the Fringe,
let alone three,” said Matthew
Farmer, an assistant professor
of dance and department chair
who is co-artistic director of
H2 Dance Company with fac
ulty member Crystal Frazier,
who also choreographed “Dieser

Ort.” “This isimportant because
the Fringe makes no distinction
between professional and col
lege companies. So audiences
and reviewers come to shows
expecting professional work.”
As an additional indication
of “Dieser Ort’s” positive re
ception in Scotland, H2 Dance
Company hosted 70-80 audi
ence members during each ofits
performances when the average
audience attendance in mid-size
venues such as H2’s site at the
festival is approximately 50. At
any point, audience members
had 308 venues from which to
choose with more than 50,000
shows at the event.
H2 Dance is comprised of
students and performs a wide
assortment of styles by a variety
of choreographers. The com
pany strives to ensure that there
will always be at least one piece
in the concert that isrelatable to
viewers, while another will chal
lenge the audience members.
The theme for this year’s
concert, "Identity,” centers on
questions such as “What does it
mean to have an identity?,” "Can
an individual maintain her/his
own identity separate from, or
in spite of, their social, cultural,
religious, historic and political
surroundings?” and “H o w is our
identity shaped by our past, and
can our identity reshape our fu
ture?”
Act 1 will open with a piece
from guest choreographer and
Hope alumnus William Crow
ley. Crowley’s piece, “Surren
der,” is a classic modern-style
trio. "Surrender” is inspired by
Richard Wilbur’s quote con
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1. Heartless - Marlssa Meyer
A new spin on the classic storyof
Wonderland pre-Alice. Discover
the backstory of the Queen of
Hearts and enter a love triangle,
which turns her into the terror
of the land.

2. The Sun is also a Star Nicola Yoon
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Natasha and her family have
been living in N ew York City
as undocumented immigrants
for 10 years. It is her last day in
the place she calls home and she
meets Daniel, who not only falls
in love with her, but changes ev
erything.

FAMILY M E M O I R — Danticat’s novel w a s both published by
and awarded the National Bo o k Critics Circle Award in 2007. 3. The Fate of the Tearllng Erika Johansen
R a n d o m House w a s the book’s publisher.
than itsproblems,” Gidley said.
Itseems our Western world is
lacking the cultural conscious
ness we as humans should ob
tain. Not only should we seek
to gain knowledge on Haiti’s
true culture, but this should be
a nudge in the right direction
of how the world should be ap
proached.
In a similar sentiment, Gidley
finished by commenting, “I can
not put into words how power
ful this memoir is,and I urge ev
eryone to read itand participate

in the Big Read this year.”
This November, students
have a great opportunity to look
beyond themselves and listen
to the lesser-known voices of
our planet. Do not take such a
chance for granted; take advan
tage of this valuable, worthwhile
month that the Holland com
munity has set up for us all.
The Big Read will end with
a book discussion Dec. 6 at the
Howard Miller Library. Read
more about the upcoming
events on Hope’s blog page.

H2 Dance Co. hitsthe stage
Greg Olgers

N

The dramatic conclusion to
the three part Tearling series.
Queen Kelsea has worked to end
corruption and restorejustice to
her kingdom, but at what cost?
Will giving into the enemies
demands truly keep them from
threatening her people?

4. A Million Worlds with You Claudia Gray
The third book in the Firebird
series follows Marguerite Caine
and the cross-dimensional feud
she is caught in. In this con
clusion, fate and family will be
questioned, love will be lost and
won, while the multiverse hangs
in the balance.

5. Fire in You -J. Lynn
Jillian’s life was altered in one
day. First, her love Brock breaks
her heart and then a stranger
with a gun destroys everything
else. After putting herself back
together, Brock returns with a
strengthened love.

6. Scrappy Little Nobody -Anna
Kendrick
Kendrick’s first book is a col
lection of humorous autobio
graphical essays feature amusing
recounts of her Ne w England
childhood to the movie that
made her a household name.

K elly O c oc k

7. Talking As Fast As I Can Lauren Graham

W H O A M I? — Choreographers for H2 D ance C o m p a n y ’s
fall concert explored the Idea of “Identity.” Through the four
pieces, the audience Is encouraged to ponder questions like
“W h a t does It m e a n to have an Identity?” while also enjoyingj
critically acclaimed performances.
cerning the struggle between
control and submission: “What
power had I, before I learned to
yield?”
The firstactwillcontinuewith
pieces from Farmer and Frazier.
Farmer’s work, “Experience(s),”
is a flowing and musical dance
piece that explores how the
experience of the work might
make a person feel and how that
feeling might change a person.
Frazier's work, “Mandela” is a
celebration of and homage to
the life of Nelson Mandela, and
showcases how one’s identity
can be shaped by the lifeand ac
tions of another human being.
The piece is high-energy and
mixes elements of Hip Hop, Afro-Caribbean and Frazier's own
dynamic dance styles.
The second act will consist

In Graham’s firstautobiographi
cal book, the beloved star shares
stories about life,love and work
ing in Hollywood.

entirely of “Dieser Ort." “Dieser | 8. Swing Time -Zadle Smith
Ort” is German for “this place,”
and explores the issues of iden A story of two friends who
tity of self, identity in society/ dream ofbeing dancers, but only
one has talent, while the other
culture and, ultimately, one’s has ideas about rhythm, black
own identity in life.
bodies and black music. A com
During its touring year, H2 plicated childhood friendship
Dance will also be traveling to that isended, yet not forgotten.
several cities, including Farm
ington Hills, Mich, for the Oak 9. Faithful-Alice Hoffman
land Dance Festival; Chicago,
Illinois, for the Chicago Tap A story of a survivor, filled with
Theater’s annual winter concert; emotions of dark suffering to
true happiness as she deals with
and Big Rapids, Mich, for the Big the guilt of stepping away from
Rapids Arts Festival.
an accident, while another isnot
Tickets for the performances as lucky.
are $10 for regular admission,
$7 for senior citizens and $5 10. Moonglow - Michael Chafor children and students and bon
are available at the ticket office
in the Events and Conferences A retelling of Cahbon’s lastweek
with his terminally ill grandfa
Office. Tickets are also available
ther, in which his elder recants
online at hope.edu/tickets.
their family’s story
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Jubilee Jackson (’19) wrote and performed hei1
lowed Mansion.” She was coached by Madeline Chap
theme of this year’s oration was “The Method to the)
Coached by Melanie Burkhardt (’IS) and Caitie Kieser (’18), twelve Even Year Play girls of a mansion to discuss the portrayal of h u m a n lives,
performed a play that combined both Hope College tradition and the popular 1990 s televi
show of ourselves to others-our put-together, success
sion show, Full House. DJ, the eldest daughter in her freshman year at Hope, is preparing to
our mansion is h o w w e really are-our true feelings, 1
see her rambunctious family during Family Weekend. The Tanner household is no longer
perfection leads to our internal emptiness. W e are at
complete without DJ, and they are ecstatic for their trek to Holland, Mich. The family will
our mansion because this makes us vulnerable. By do
finally be back together again.
are simply existing.
With the Tanner family and DJ reunited, all is well at Hope until Michelle gets lost.
Existing is not our purpose on this earth, becm
The play follows the story of the family members, K i m m y Gibbler and other familiar faces
feet light,” w e struggle to keep it all together and livt
as they work together to find the youngest. With the help of Olympic athlete Ally Raisman, a
emptied, while w e simultaneously fillup others’perc:
campus safety officer and the S A C director, the Tanner family finds Michelle happily eating
see us in the best light possible. W h e n we do this, wet
her Hope cookie at Coffeehouse.
ers do not see our true selves, and w e are not true to
W h e n DJ sees her family again, she is reminded h o w important they are to her and
Our focus should not be on pleasing others m
what life was like before coming to college. She is conflicted with staying at Hope or moving
dent in w h o w e are. Because, after all, w e don’t need;
back home} she loves both places and can’t seem to make the right decision. She seeks advice
not about a method to the madness. It is about the die
from her father, as well as Uncles Jesse and Joey, and later decides that Hope is the best place
Jubilee’s inflection, personality, and stage pret
for her. Several weeks later, when FaceTiming with the family, DJ shares that she is happy
memorable performance that left the audience in aw
with her decision of staying at Hope and is excited for her future there.
and society as a whole, needed to hear.
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Originally written, directed and cast by coaches Sarah Carpenter (’17) and Nancy Benda
(’17), the O d d Year play, “The Trial,” was performed by fifteen Hope College sophomores. This
play takes place on the campus of Hope College. The problem arises w h e n the future Bultman
Student Center is filled with pianos, a tragedy to everyone on campus. Witnesses are called to
the courtroom to state what they saw at the time of the incident. The characters of H ammock,
Train, Hope and Calvin Dance Marathon participants, LJ’s and JP’s baristas, Durf and his friend
Hope and the student center construction workers are all asked to testify in the courtroom. The
Campus Safety Officer and Ben Rector are also there to give their input. Three Hope ghosts, John
Nykerk, Wynard Wichers and Albertus Van Raalte, are all there to give their opinions.
Judge John Nykerk is in charge of the courtroom and pleads that someone give an answer
to the crime committed on campus. N o one appears to be guilty, and they have run out of wit
nesses. However, everyone realizes that Judge John Nykerk was unaccounted for at the time of
the incident. Both he and W y nant Wichers seem suspicious. Long story short, the truth comes
out and Nykerk and accomplice Wichers worked together to fillthe Bultman Student Center
with pianos. They did so because the n e w student center took the place of their Nykerk building.
In the play, Nykerk stated, “By filling the Bultman Student Center with pianos, I was simply m a k 
ing an artistic statement.” Nykerk and Wichers did not want to be forgotten.
The O d d Year Play girls stuck with tradition and performed with large, crisp motions,
making sure they worked with all levels onstage. This play truly embodied the Hope community,
and when asked about it, coach Sarah Carpenter (’17) said, “W e tried to incorporate a variety of
characters that represent different aspects of our Hope College community. W e thought itwould
be interesting to show that w e remember the Nykerk music building and had this thought of
'What would Johii Nykerk have to say about this?”’
....
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Sophie A w a d (’20) was the Even Year orator
poise, truth and bravery. Lead by her coaches and Vi
Gianna Ramirez (’18), she took the stage on Saturc
Collapse.”
Her o w n personal story is mirrored with tha.
the beat of a tempo, yet she finds herself quickly m
cannot seem to get the dance d o w n just right and $
behind. Paralleling the dancer, Sophie spoke of hep
she was spiralling out of control. In high school, sfc
her, yet was unable to voice what she was feeling. $
to that of a tempo.” Sophie kept walking through lil;
unable to voice the two words, “Help me.”
Her mother finally confronted her, and she
told her she was clinically depressed. With that dk;
ings of unknown madness that had been creeping
made her feel as ifshe were vulnerable against the
manifests itselfin different ways. Everybody has tit
ent for each individual. Sophie’s just happened to
Sophie spoke of her experiences in high schi
day. She had her support system to help her along
importance of having a support system when dealii
with the prqfqund words, “Madness is no match p
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k O d d Year oration titled “The Hal-

Coached by Maty Landman (T8) and Erin Caton ('18), the Even Year Song girls sang
and
put
motions to the song, “Girl Put Your Records On.” Arranged in the traditional block
Jinan (,17) and Gabby Gazall (T7). The
pattern with just over 100 performers, these w o m e n were complete in their “nun-fits”-navy
Madness.” Jubilee used the metaphor
blue knee-length skirts, navy sweaters, white turtlenecks and black close-toed shoes. These
The exterior of the mansion is what we
performers combined their traditional Even Year hand motions with their props to make this
ssful and driven selves. The interior of
song come alive. Stuffed in the women's sweaters, sleeves and waistbands, the props included
nurts, wants and burdens. Our external
fraid to let others look in the windows of cut-out stars and diamonds, pom-poms and a variety of words and short phrases.
This song, however, did not come together overnight. The coaches and song girls prac
oing this, we are not living. Instead, we
ticed six days a week for two to three hours at a time during the month of October. Not only
did they have to memorize the song lyrics, but also get d o w n some intricate and perfectlyause while others m a y see us in a “pere our best lives. W e allow ourselves to be timed hand motions. Each of the props had to be strategically placed within the nun-fit, care
reptions of ourselves to ensure that they ful not to squish any of the other props in the process. Nykerk Song would not be complete
without these traditional hand movements and props.
build a house constructed of lies. OthNykerk Song would also not be complete without morale boys. The m e n morale mul
ourselves. It is a lose-lose situation.
tiple Song girls over the course of a month and leave candy, flowers and encouraging notes
nd society, but instead on living confito be a mansion; a house will do! Life is at their doorsteps. Of course, their identify is kept a secret until the m u c h coveted “reveal
night,” where each morale boy reveals his code na m e and presents each song girl with a rose.
method to God's madness,
This tradition has been kept alive for the past 82 years because of the love, support and pas
isence allworked together to create a
/e. She told a message that H o p e College, sion that these Nykerk members share for this beloved Hope College tradition.
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*,representing the Class of 2020 with
‘m a mas” Cassidy Bernhardt ('18) and
ilaynight to tell her story, “W h e n W e
at of a dancer. The character dances to
mable to keep up with the music. She
uppears to be falling further and further
r own experiences and h o w she felt like
ne found madness manifesting within
She was “struck by a madness equivalent
Mfe pretending she was okay and was
was able to go get help. A counselor
•agnosis, she had an answer to the feeli into her life. Having this diagnosis
world. But she learned that madness
taeirown “madness,” and it looks differtake the form of depression,
nool and h ow she got to where she is toher journey of healing. She spoke to the
iingwith madness. Her speech finished
the human race.”
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The Nykerk C u p Competition finished with the medley song performance of the O d d
Year Song girls. This group of w o m e n was lead and coached by Elizabeth Tally ('17) and Beth
any Redeker ('17). Choosing the theme of “Boy Bands Through The Ages,” these two coaches
compiled a variety of songs that captured the essence of boy bands. The 2019 Song girls sang
selections from popular boy bands, including “I'm a Believer,” “Bye Bye Bye” and “Here
Com e s the Sun,” to n a m e a few. These w o m e n were also dressed head to toe in their nun-fits
and were situated in the block formation with white gloves on hand.
Amidst singing the variety of boy band songs, these w o m e n made the songs effervescent
by pairing the lyrics to motions as well as proudly displaying props. In typical O d d Year fash
ion, traditional hand motions such as the pepsi chill made their appearance throughout the
medley. So m e of the m a n y props seen throughout the medley were leis, paper airplanes and
glow sticks.
Just like all of the other performances, this song took extra work and dedication be
cause of the medley aspect that is brought upon sophomore year. Extra time and attention
needs to be spent learning and memorizing the songs. O n top of this, the hand motions and
props need to be taught and properly “stuffed.” A lot of work is involved, but there is plenty of
time for fun. The morale boys help end every practice with unique and funny skits, and vari
ous days of practice are dedicated to pajama day, red hot day and so on. This tradition brings
the Hope community together to create a product each individual is proud of as well as create
something that can entertain the local Hope and Holland communities.

A week of dragons and wolves

My two cents on this election

Stephanie Arndt
“Fairy tales are more than true: not because they
So. The election is a week away. I stilldon't know
:
:
Voices
Editor
tell us that dragons exist, but because they tell us
what to do. How did we get stuck with Clinton
that
dragons can be beaten,” Neil Gaiman writes.
and Trump as our two most-likely options for
As
a
fantasy-junkie, I've held onto this quote for
president? In my opinion, a person who quite
a
long
time and I've applied it to m y life for just
a few people believe should be behind bars and
as
long.
I’d like to apply itat least once more as I
someone who appropriates rape culture are not
write
this
short piece.
two people who should be leading this country.
Lately,
schedules
and
ideas
about
what
Ishould do this spring semester and
Our country was founded upon the need for freedom, and I don’t see that
:
i
who
I
want
to
be
for
the
rest
of
m
y
l
i
f
e
have
been
consuming m y mind. I suppose
coming from either candidate. Ican see Trump, ifanything, treating the office as a
i
i
that
i
t
’
s
only
natural
as
a
junior
in
college
to
be
a
l
i
t
tleworried about where I’m gotyranny and running our democracy into the ground. With Clinton, Isee cover-ups
j
j
i
ng.
Although
I’
m
incredibly
lucky
that
I
have
been
decided on my choice to delve
for sketchy decisions when things inevitably turn sour.
j
I
into
the
wonderfully
mixed-up
world
of
creative
writing
for a while now, I've been
I am struck by the fact that I have such a pessimistic view towards our
choices. When talking with friends, Ican see how passionate everyone is,yet I still constantly dealing with the fear of what happens next in the short one and a half
have no hope for these two candidates. Some tell me that Clinton is the obvious j|years that Ihave lefthere at Hope College.
Lucky for me, and allofyou out there who have been stressed about lifein
choice, and I’m tempted to agree purely because she, atleast, isn’tTrump. But there
is something about her that just doesn’t sit right with me. Yet, I am starting to see j j general, scheduling and allits stress comes just after Halloween weekend. I’m sure
that Iwasn’tthe only one who had forgotten how wonderful itwas to feelsomething
that despite that offfeeling, anyone isbetter than Trump.
other than stress for a short while. Itcaused me to remember a differentside ofmy 
Family, friends and fellow students, I implore you to think about Trump.
Reallythink about him. He’s a realityT V star and a man who has declared bankrupt selfthat had been buried beneath the piles of homework and essays lately.
W e all read similar stories when we are younger about dark woods that
cy twice. He now isrefusing to publish his tax statements. Almost any time he opens
are
home
to evil villains and give a reason for shining heroes to exist. Those stories
his mouth something discriminatory comes out. His plans for various policies he
were
the
foundation
of the creativity and magic that we knew as a child. For me in
wishes to put in place are flimsy. He isn’t knowledgeable about the world around
particular,
they
held
a
way to escape from the sometimes harsh reality that growing
him or the government in which he hopes to work ifhe becomes president. He will
up
and
letting
go
can
be.
Dressing up this weekend was the best decision I’ve made
state an opinion that contradicts a previous opinion ofhis and deny the fact that he
in
a
long
time
when
I
think
about it. To dress up as one of my favorite characters
ever stated something different. Um, hello, Trump, we can easily find what you’ve
(and,
frankly,
to
dress
up
at
all) is an incredibly freeing choice that we all are able
said on the internet and prove thatyou’re wrong! The media isn’tSnapchat; their ar
;
:
to
make
once
a
year.
Ever
since
m y siblings decided that we were much too old for
ticles don’tdisappear in 10 seconds. Clinton at least has background in politics and
trying
to
be
someone
else
for
a
night or two, I’ve completely ruled-oot^dFessing up
can instilla feelingofsecurity as she makes plans for our country. She atleastknows
for
Halloween
from
my
mind.
However,
little did I kno\V that my red-riding hood
how to control her mouth and not insult everyone she comes into contact with. She
was
exactly
the
cover
I
needed
to
forget
m
y worries and know that !was not simply
at least is consistent with her behefs.
a
student,
but
rather
a
part
of
the
creative
world, even ifitwas fpt only^rnght-SprI've heard that a good thing about Trump is the fact that he isn’t a poli
here
I
am,
refreshed
for
the
decisions
of
l
i
f
eto come (Ihope).
tician, which means he doesn’t have the inherent corrupt nature most (if not all)
t
think
that
in
the
face
of
a
l
l
we
have
to accomplish injust a few short,years,
politicians seem to have. That means he will bring a new perspective to office. Well,
i
t
’
s
important
to
remember
that
fairy
tales
arei>Tfrue,
but they do apply to oiiflives
that’s what we Michiganders thought when we elected Rick Snyder as governor a
in
ways
that
we
don’
t
often
think
about.
J
kfidw
that
I
won’
tbe delivering goodies to
ew years ago. However, look how well that turned out for Flint, whose citizens had
my
grandmother’
s
house
for
a
hvingfor
trading
in
m
y
jackets
for riding hoods, but
ead in theirwater this past year. Just because politicians have the reputation ofliars
I
will
face
wolves
that
aren’
t
as
they
seem.
I
will
feel
l
ike
I
’
m
lost
in the woods for a
doesn’t mean that they allare. It’s hard to appease 318.9 million people.
long
time;
maybe
I
already
do.
The
point
i
s
that
there
i
s
a
l
i
t
t
l
e
bit
of Red in me, but
So please, ifyou are choosing to vote for Trump, you better have a damn
that
i
s
not
who
I
am
any
more
than
i
t
i
s
who
I
want
to
be.
S
t
i
l
l
,
i
t
helps
to know that
good reason for doing so.
her story turned out okay. For those of you struggling with your own dragons and
wolves, know that your story will too.
Emily Johnson
Copy Co-Editor

Calling all writers and people with opinions:
Submit any articles or opinion pieces to be featured
in the Voices section of T h e Anchor.
It’s simple a n d only needs 5 0 0 words!
D i s c o v e r h o w m a s t e r ’s p r o g r a m s in G V S U ' s C o l l e g e of C o m m u n i t y a n d
Public S e r v i c e c a n hel p y o u gai n t h e m a n a g e m e n t , leadership, critical
thinking, a n d p r o b l e m solving skills y o u n e e d to m a k e a r e w a r d i n g c a r e e r
a n d a better world.

If you have any questions
about where to submit or wh at to submit,
email Stephanie Arndt at
stephanie.arndt@hope.edu

W e invite inquiries a n d applications f r o m H o p e s t u d e n t s in a n y m a j o r w h o
are e a g e r to b e c h a l l e n g e d b y o u r practice-oriented faculty a n d to learn
t h r o u g h quality e n g a g e m e n t s w ith o u r c o m m u n i t y partners. W i t h full- or
part-time o p t i o n s in d o w n t o w n G r a n d Rapi d s , y o u r g r a d u a t e e d u c a t i o n
m a y b e closer t h a n y o u t h ought.

W e offer master’s degrees In public administration (M.P.A.), health
administration (M.H.A.), social work (M.S.W.), criminal justice (M.S.),
and philanthropy and nonprofit leadership (M.P.N.L.) with various areas
of specialization. Including:
Criminal justice
Health administration

“Either write something worth reading
or d o something worth writing.”
-Benjamin Franklin

Hospital administration
L o ng-term care administration
Nonprofit healthcare
Nonprofit leadership: c o m m u n i t y i m pact
Nonprofit leadership: mission a d v a n c e m e n t
Public m a n a g e m e n t

©

Social work: a d v a n c e d generalist
Urban/regional policy a n d planning

C t R A W D X 1^ ! T F V
St a t e U n i v e r s i t y .

Contact Associate Dean Dr. Mark Hoffman at hoffmanm@gvsu.edu
for a discussion about career objectives and degree options.

C ollege of C o m m u n i t y
a n d P ublic Service
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A glimpse of Halloween at Hope
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S A R A H D O W N I N G (’18) AS “H O L L Y GOLIGHTLY’
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K a t i e S i n g e r (’18) a s “r e g i n a g e o r g e ,” a l e x k n o r p (’18) a s
“G R E A S E C H A R A C T E R ” A N D (BELOW) ARI S T E W A R T (’19) A S
^
“A H O P E B A S K E T B A L L P L A Y E R ”
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A m b e r C a r n a h a n (’18) a s “T h e D e v i l ”
A u t u m n R o t h (’18) a s “a p a n d a ”

Jo h n Ja nsey

D A N N Y C H A V E Z (’17) A N D STEPHANIE A R N D T (’18)
A S “T H E W O L F A N D LITTLE R E D RIDING H O O D ”

Our Mission: The Anchor strives to communicate ca m p u s events throughout
Hope College and the Holland community. W e hope to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objective journalism and a vibrant Voices section.

Disclaimer: The Anchor is a product of student effort and is funded through
the Hop e College Student Activities Fund. The opinions expressed on the
Voices page are solely those of the author and do not represent the views of
The Anchor. One-year subscriptions to The Anchor are available for $45. The
Anchor reserves the right to accept or reject any advertising.

Letter Guidelines; The Anchor welcomes all letters. The staff re
serves the right to edit due

to space constraints, personal at

E m i l y Jo h n s o n (’17) a n d B e c c a k o l a r c z y k (’17)
a s “G r e e n a r r o w a n d t h e f l a s h ”

tacks or other editorial considerations. A representative s a m 
ple will be taken. N o an o n y m o u s letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to 5 0 0 words.
Mail letters to The Anchor c/o H o p e College, drop the m off at the A n 
chor office (located in the Martha Miller Center 151) or e-mail us at
anchor@hope.edu by M o n d a y at 5 p.m. to appear in W e d n e s d a y ’s issue.

Advertising Policies:All advertising is subject to the rates, conditions, stan

m a y cancel its charges for the portion of the ad if, in the publisher's reason
able judgment, the ad has been rendered valueless by the mistake.

Advertisement Deadlines: All ad and classified requests must be submitted
by 5 p.m. Monday, prior to We d n e s d a y distribution.

Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classified, or to request a bro
chure or other information, contact our Ads Representative at anchorads®
hope.edu. To contact our office, email us at anchor@hope.edu.

dards, terms and policies stated in The Anchor’s advertisement brochure.
The Anchor will m a k e continuous efforts to avoid wrong insertions, omissions
and typographical errors. However, if such mistakes occur, this newspaper
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A m b e r R a m b l e : T h e b e n e f i t s a n d pitfalls
of binge-watching your life a w a y

Amber Lee Carnahan
Co-Editofhn-Chief
@ amberlee816

W e ’ve all been there, sunk
deep into your well-worn couch
crevice, your laptop danger
ously overheating on your lap,
its fans whirring sporadically
as iftechnology itself could de
velop asthma. Your headphones
have been deeply embedded in
your ears for so long that you’ve
started to experience excruciat
ing pain, and yet you can’t sum
mon the desire to finally close
your screen and relinquish your
headphones from their crucial

duty. You are ill, infected with allyaccomplishing anything
The feelings of accomplish
a disease so sickening that you
begin to believe itisn’t a disease ment you may experience can
at all: binge-watching. It’s been easily lull any innocent soul into
three days, and already you’ve forgetting about the work that
managed to skip 72 classes and has actually yet to be finished.
you’re about to skip a 73rd. It’s While the high of finishing an
times like these that you have to other season isworth itinitially,
consider the dire consequences the sudden shock and panic
of the just-one-more-episode you'll experience after arriving
at your first class to the sight of
mentality.
Pro: Feel like you’ve accom all of your classmates handing
plished something without actu in an eight-page paper that was
assigned three weeks ago will be
ally accomplishing anything
Sometimes you just need to enough to improve your chances
feelthe rush of accomplishment, of dying young.
Pro: Get those creative juices
without having to deal with the
mess and stress of actually get flowing
Binge-watching seven sea
ting work done. When binge
watching a television series, sons of a show makes it nearly
you get to feel like you’ve made impossible to not notice each
lasting friendships and pos season’s literary techniques,
sibly even feel like you helped such as foreshadowing, symbol
the characters reach the reso ism and wasting crucial aspects
lution of the current season’s of main characters by forcing
plot device. With the power of them into pointless romantic
binge-watching, you get to be relationships. Binge-watching
the hero of your own story— or, a new (or old) show will have
at the very least, live vicariously you inspired in no time to fi
through the experiences of the nally start the horrible process
ofwriting a book or forcing your
main characters.
Con: Feel like you’ve accom friends into participating in a
plished something without actu new show of your own making.
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RIP PRODUCTIVITY
S H E DIED AS S H E LIVED:
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Con: Get those creative (but
unoriginal)juicesflowing
Side effectsofbinge-watching
are that you may awake with no
memory of the previous week to
find a hand-printed manuscript
ofwhat you may firstmistakenly
believe to be a manuscript de
livered from God’s own ethereal
hands. It is actuallyjust a poorly
re-representation of the entire
plot and events of the series you
just finished watching scrawled
messily in green crayon.

Overall, binge-watching is
dangerous and rarely produces
positive results in the long run,
but you'll stillstartanother show
tomorrow night. Wh e n the mere
thought ofwork welcomes anxi
ety, binge-watching will be there
to offer a helping hand. You’re
only human, so go ahead and
enjoy the little things in life.
You never know when the In
ternet ceases to exist and you’ll
be forced to find another way to
avoid doing any homework.

Angry Adam: Phelps World, Part Deux
If you’ve waited for 20 seconds and nobody has come back
or looks like they’re coming
back, this is the time that it’s
probably okay to take the food.
Another quick tip isthat ifit’s on
the main line, and it’s not break
fast, the food probably isn’t for
you to help yourself to, so just
don’t. Or, better yet, judge by
the crowd. When 15 other people
haven’ttaken food themselves it’s
Adam Nottoli
probably a good sign that the food
Co-Editor-in-Chief
@A dam N ottoli
isn’tself-serve.
Here’s another quick tip.
Alright, I’ve done this twice
before, and honestly I thought we D O N ’T G R A B F O O D WITH
were totally done with this sub Y O U R HANDS. We went over
ject, but you guys keep bringing this lasttime, but itseems like the
me right back into writing this. idea didn’t quite hit the tiny little
Well, fasten up your seatbelts you mark that is your brain. If the
little baby people and grab your food is something that you can
terrible friends who don’t read help yourself to, there’s going to
The Anchor because this is an be some form of utensil to grab it
article for them. That’s right, it’s with. Sometimes there are tongs,
time for Phelps partthree.
For some reason, this has been
a thing that keeps happening, and
I’m not sure if it’s because you
people don’t think or because
you were raised in a literal bam.
Here’s a quick and easy guide to
knowing when you should serve
yourself and when you should
wait to be served. You just have
to ask yourselfa few questions.
1. Is there someone standing
there? Ifthe answer to this ques
tion isyes, don’ttouch the food.
2. Was somebody just stand
ing there, or is itclear someone is
coming back soon? Ifthe answer
is yes, don’t be rude, you have a
few seconds to spare for an em
ployee to change gloves, so try
waiting for like 20 seconds.

sometimes there are spoons, and
every single time there is pizza
there will be a spatufa. Everwonder why all of your friends are
sick? Maybe it’s because you
infected the school with your
disgusting germ-ridden hands all
over our pizza.
Sadly, people who don’t un
derstand how servers work are
only one of the problems of peo
ple who are eating at the dining
halls. This one might be on me, as
I’ve never discussed the intrica
cies of how to be a decent human
being while eating food. All of
those grapes, carrots and napkins
you’re throwing, those have to be
picked up by another person be
cause they’re too big to be picked
up by the vacuum. So all of those
students who aren’t as fortunate
as you and actually have to work
to try to pay their bills that m o m

The Best Ever Freedom Village

BAZAAR

Friday, November 4 — 9:00am - 8:00pm
Saturday, November 5 — 9:00am - 2:00pm
With proceeds benefiting
both the Freedom Village
Scholmbip Fund and
The Boys and Girls Club!

and dad aren’t covering have there can’tjust be an empty void.
to stoop down and pick up your So, they fill that void with pizza,
garbage with their hands. So stop pieces of pie, cookies, anything
throwing food at each other. Food that will fillthatvoid. Ithink it’s a
is meant to be eaten, it’s not that metaphor for the void inside they
feel because apparently nobody
crazy of a concept.
A few entitled brats throw loved them enough to teach them
ing their food around is nothing how decent humans work.
Maybe you can’t control these
compared to the terrible “prank
sters” who seem to be plaguing antics and you thinkthatyou need
the dining hall lately. I can’t tell help. Here’s a quick solution. Call
you how many times I’ve seen your mom, dad, grandma, grand
tables that these hilarious human pa, uncle, family friend, who
beings have hit. The first step to ever raised you and tell them that
being an amazing prankster is ap you’re going to do these hilarious
parently taking the salt shakers things. If they say “Yeah, that’s
and removing the bottom. Maybe hilarious and I really respect you
the spilling of the salt is like an for that,” then go ahead and do it,
hourglass, displaying all the time but know that your family m e m 
they’ve been a terrible person. bers are terrible too. If they say
Apparently the second step is literally anything else along the
to take out a number of napkins lines of, “why, that’s terrible,”
from the holder and ball them up then congratulations, your family
on the ground. But, like in life. isn’tthe worst, it’sjust you.

So-wz of tke fw-est ittws, y o u ’ve t^i/r
Baby & Children Items ~ Silent Auction ~~ Art ~ Food
Baked Goods ^ W o o d Creations ~ Jewelry
Books ~ H o m e Goods ~ Notecards ~ Vintage Pieces
Cookbooks ^ lighdy Used Woodworking Tools
A v u h fyO

more,!

B a c k by p o p u l a r d e m a n d :

C o m before oi\afterm^orkand^aft aubift to%eatm..
145 Columbia Ave.
Holland, Ml 49423
616-820-7475

Football continues hot streak
Andy Fortier
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Thursday
W o m e n ’s soccer
vs. Calvin College at 7:00 p.m.

Sports Co-Editor

HOLLAND, Mich. — The
Hope College football team
defeated Kalamazoo College
31-6 on Saturday cruising to
their fourth straightvictory in as
many weeks. The win gives Hope
a 5-3 overall and 4-1 M I A A
record and sole possession
of second place in the M I A A
standings.
Kalamazoo
opened
the
scoring with an interception
returned 40 yards for a
touchdown just five and a half
minutes into the game. After
a failed two-point conversion,
Kalamazoo lead 6-0 at the
end of the first quarter. Hope
responded with a 10 play, 71yard drive that ended in a sixyard touchdown run by Mike
Miklusicak ('18) to give them
a 7-6 lead going into halftime.
Hope never looked back.
Miklusicak took over in the third
quarter rushing for touchdowns
of 14 and 55 yards to complete
a three touchdown day and
Hope rode that momentum
into the fourth quarter. Brandan
Campbell (’18) capped off a six
play 64-yard drive with a twoyard touchdown run and kicker
Darren Ford (’19) hit a 20-yard
field goal to end the scoring.

Friday
Volleyball M I A A T o u r n a m e n t
vs.St. M a r y ’s College at Calvin at
5:30 p.m.

In B

JOSE FERNANDEZ

ffoPE.EDU

BE STRONG, BE TRUE — The Hope College football t e a m celebrates a win at h o m e by sing
ing the fight song and raising their helmets In salute to the fans.
Hope once again dominated
the line of scrimmage on offense
rushing for over 300 yards
for the third time this season.
Miklusicak lead the Dutchmen
rushing 21 times for 166 yards
and three touchdowns followed
closely by Campbell who
carried 17 times for 129 yards
and a touchdown. Quarterback
Michael Custer (’17) completed
15 of 27 attempts for 102 yards.
Cooper Cecchini (’20) was
once again Custer’s top target
catching 4 passes for 55 yards.
The
Dutchmen
defense

continued
its
dominance,
allowing seven points or less
for the third consecutive
game. Leading the way were
linebackers Aaron O ’Meara
(’17) and Jacob Pardonnet (’18)
with eight and seven tackles
respectively and safety Andy
Lucas (’17) had an interception.
One thing is for sure,
first-year Head Coach Peter
Stuursma, has his team playing
with
incredible
intensity.
There’s a noticeable difference
in energy and the way the team
plays this year compared to

years past, very similar to the
resurgence of the University of
Michigan in Jim Harbaugh’s first
year. No disrespect to former
Head Coach Dean Kreps, who
contributed great things to the
football program over his 22year tenure, but Coach Stuursma
seems to be the breath of fresh
air this team needed to get back
to the top of the MIAA.
Hope will be back in action
this Saturday at Albion College
and then return home for the
season finale against Concordia
University (Wise.) on Nov. 12.

M e n ’s and w o m e n ’s basketball preview
Andy Fortier
Sports Co-Editor

It’s that time of year again
Hope College. Basketball season.
For decades, basketball has been
the epicenter of the Holland and
Hope College communities.
Hundreds of Hope alumni and
other community members have
season tickets to watch the men's
and women’s teams compete.
Not to mention the incredible
support of the student body
involved with the De w Crew,
which is the name of Hope
College’s student section.
For the men, Head Coach
Greg Mitchell is entering his
third season leading the Flying
Dutchmen and will look to
build on last year’s M I A A
regular season title and trip to
the second round of the N C A A
tournament. Though the team
has lost four key contributors
to graduation in Brock Benson,
Ben Gardner, Sam Otto and Alex
Eidson, they are also returning
a strong senior class in, Chad
Carlson (’17), Cody Stuive (T7),
Harrison Blackledge (’17), Keith
Brushwyler (’17), Mitch O'Brien
(’17) and Zack Littleson (’17), as
well as returning starter Dante
Hawkins (T8). Also keep an eye
out for first year letter winners
Teddy Ray (’19) and Pete Smith
(’19) who will be counted on to
contribute offthe bench.
The men will begin their
regular season on Nov. 18 in the
University of Wisconsin- Stout
tip-off tournament, but were

rief

fortunate enough to get the
chance to play in an exhibition
game at Indiana University
last night against the Hoosiers,
who are part of the Big Ten
Conference in N C A A Division
1.This opportunity willpay huge
dividends this year and in the
future for recruiting purposes.
Not many Division 3 programs
get the experience of playing
against Division 1 competition.
For the women, Head
Coach Brian Morehouse will
be entering his 22nd season
leading the Dutch. The women
will look to repeat their success
from last season when they were
crowned M I A A regular season
and tournament champions.
However, they will look to flip
the script from last year when
they lost in the firstround of the
NCAA., tournament.
Hope will need some new
players to step up as they look
to fill the void of All-American
Maura McAfee, who they lost
to graduation last spring. Look
for seniors Elizabeth Perkins
(’17), Angelique Gaddy (’17) and
Mandy Treversa (’17) to be key
contributors on both ends of
the floor. The Dutch also return
Madison Geers (’18), Paris
Madison (T7) and Francesca
Buchanon (’19) who all played
important roles on the team last
season.
The women will begin their
season on Nov. 15 within the
friendly confines
of DeVos
Fieldhouse against Wheaton
College (111.).

DEFENDING C H A M P S — The w o m e n ’s basketball team
poses for a picture following their M I A A tournament champi
onship g a m e win last March. They are once again expected to
be near the top of the M I A A and national polls.

fpeachwaue
HOPE EXCLUSIVE

B O G O 5 0 % off
on cup of equal or lesser value when this coupon is presented
"wild with Hops ID;m», no!bo combined withotherortero.IncludingThuradey S-txickcop;
notvalidon beveragoa

M a d e Fresh Daily
Yogurt, Gelato &
Vegan Dole Whips

6 W 8th St, Downtown Holland

It was announced this past
week that an autopsy on the
late Miami Marlins pitcher re
vealed that Fernandez was le
gally drunk and had cocaine in
his system when he crashed his
boat off the coast of Miami and
tragically died. Despite this ter
rible news, the loss ofFernandez
is still tragic and thoughts and
prayers continue to go out to his
allof his loved ones.

MIAA
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Football:
Mike Miklusicak (’18)
Offense
Football:
Logan Shadaia (’19)
Special Teams
Women’s cross country:
Erin Herrmann (’18)

FACETIME
This will be a new segment in
spired by ESPN’s show “Around
the Horn”where the winner gets
30 seconds to address anything
they want with no rebuttal. This
segment will be completely from
my own perspective.
So there was another trade
in the NFL this week! This one
being especially interesting as it
involves the N e w England Pa
triots, who are 7-1 and arguably
the best team in the NFL, and
the Cleveland Browns who are
0-8 and arguably the worst team
in the NFL. I feel so bad for LB
Jamie Collins right now, can you
imagine one day being on a team
on pace to go to the Super Bowl
and the next being traded to a
team on pace to be the second
team in NFL history to go 0-16?
Talk about a bad day. Ouch.

Interested in writing
for the sports sec
tion? Contact Andy
or Fonon at
andrew.fortier@
hope.edu
or
fononyamba.nunghe@hope.edu
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One week into the 2 0 1 6 N B A season

Warriors lose first g a m e of the season a n d Russel W e s t b r o o k ’s O K C takes two, c o m i n g into season
small forward, Harrison Barnes
and they also lostMarreese "Mo’
Buckets’Speights.
Widely regarded as the new
Warriors fall to the Spurs in
villains of the league, this super
Season Opener
team of Stephen Curry, Klay
The N B A is back! It’s only Thompson, Kevin Durant and
a week in, and we already have Draymond Green lost their
multiple game highs and a few first game this season. Kawhi
Leonard and the San Antonio
game lows so far this season.
The Warriors are still Spurs took the Warriors down
suffering their loss in the N B A by a 29 point victory, and this
finals, having been the first ever left Steve Kerr and the rest of
team in history to lose when up the coaching staff scratching
by 3 to 1 in the N B A finalsseries. theirheads. The Spurs are one of
This season it would be an the best teams in the league, so
understatement to say that nobody expected such a loss.
It isn’t that big a deal, as they
they plan on coming back for
the title. This offseason they came back with a win in the next
acquired Kevin Durant. Durant, game against Anthony Davis
one of the top five players in the and the N e w Orleans Pelicans
small forward position, left the regardless of Davis' 45 point
Oklahoma City Thunder after a game. The rest of the season is
nine year period without a title. shaping up to be an interesting
He and Russel Westbrook did one, as fans eagerly wait to see
make a finals appearance, but how this new version of the
against
lost. This last season, they lost Warriors performs
again in the conference finals LeBron James and the Cleveland
to the same warriors Durant Cavaliers.
decided to sign with.
Russel Westbrook’s O K C stands
A major concern to many
strong
people with this new Golden
State warriors team is the fact
Russel Westbrook is a man
that with acquiring Durant, they
lost a lot of depth in their bench. on a mission this season, as he
They lost their rim protector, has been voted to be the Western
Andrew Bogut, the starting conference player of the week

Fononyamba Nunghe

Sports Co-Editor

I WISH YOU W O U L D — Russel Westbrook stares d o w n op
ponents as he calls the play. Westbrook Is a fan favorite to win
this years M V P award.
in the first week of the N B A
2016/2017 season. Westbrook
came off this summer with a
chip on his shoulder after losing
to the Golden State Warriors in
the Western Conference Finals
in the 2016 N B A playoffs.
To add to the pain, his thenteammate and long-time friend
Durant left for the team that
beat them, and failed to tell

Westbrook, as he found out
via social media. The summer
wasn’t all bad though, because
the Thunder acquired Victor
Oladipo in a trade with the
Orlando Magic in exchange for
Serge Ibaka. Although, Ibaka
is a huge asset defensively,
many have faith that the young
shooting guard will step up and
be up to the task.

It’s safe to say Westbrook
is out to make the Oklahoma
City Thunder go far this season,
as he has led the team to two
wins in their last two games. He
also broke a record and had the
first fifty- point triple double
since 1975. The last person to
do so was the great basketball
legend Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
Westbrook recorded 51 points,
13 rebounds and 10 assists in the
win over the Phoenix Suns.
Westbrook has the chance
to take this team forward, as
the undisputed number one
player on the team. In good
show of his commitment, after
extending his contract with the
team, Westbrook had a Jordan
commercial
featuring
him
dancing to “Do what I want”
by Lil Uzi Vert. One would
assume that the ad could have
been referring to the team and
Westbrook taking huge steps
this season.
The Oklahoma City Thunder
take on the Golden State
Warriors this Thurs. Nov 3 at
Chesapeake arena, in the first
time Westbrook faces Durant.
Fans look forward to seeing the
first time they face eachother,
expecting it to be a very intense
one especially with the Thunder
home advantage.

H o p e sailor qualifies for national regatta
Elizabeth Reeg
G uest W riter

Summary
The weekend of Oct. 15,
Hope College Sailing Team
member Elizabeth Reeg (T7)
competed on Lake Michigan
at Northwestern University in
the Midwest Collegiate Sailing
Association (MCSA) W o m e n ’s
Singlehanded Championships.
Reeg sailed in a Laser against
the reining champion Megan
Mahon (’17) from University of
Wisconsin as well as sailorsfrom
Michigan State University.
Conditions for the regatta
were extreme. Saturday wind
speeds were consistently 1520 knots with gusts of 30 knots
and two to four foot waves. Reeg
won four out of seven races on
Saturday, leading the regatta by
one point at the end of the day.

Sunday began in a postponement
due to lightwind. Only two races
were run, in which Reeg took
second and first place. By the
end of the regatta, Reeg was in
first place with a four point lead
over University of Wisconsin’s
Mahon.
By winning the M S C A
Singlehanded Championships,
Reeg qualified for the only
Midwest berth for the W o m e n ’s
National
Singlehanded
Championships. This is the first
time Hope Sailing has qualified
for a national event. She will be
representing both Hope College
and Midwest collegiate sailing
at the National Championship,
hosted by Texas A & M in
Galveston, Texas Nov. 4-6.
While Reeg was competing at
Northwestern, Hope Sailing also
had a team sailing in the CaryPrice Memorial Regatta hosted
by the University of Michigan.

The team (consisting of skippers
Carrie Ritter (’18), Joseph Cinal
(’20) and Dylan Sabo (’19) and
crews Nina McAlvey (’20), Jacob
Pledger (’18) and Lisette Boer
(T9) competed in Flying Juniors,
completing eight races and
finishing the regatta in eighth
place.
The next regatta Hope
Sailing will be competing in is
the Boudeman Cup hosted by
Western Michigan University at
Gull Lake, followed by Cedarfest
at Michigan State University
the last weekend of Oct. Hope
College Sailing Team will also
be hosting the M C S A Fall

Championships at Macatawa
Bay Yacht Club Nov. 12-13.

S o m e further information about
ourteam:
The Hope College Sailing
Team sails boats called 420’s:
mid-sized, two-sailed, twoperson crew, racing dinghies.
They sail three to five times a
week out ofLake Macatawa Yacht
Club, near Holland. The team
remains open to all experience
levels and is professionally
coached by Cappy Capper.
Capper founded and served as
President of the Midwest High
School Sailing Association, Vice

President of the Interscholastic
Sailing Association of North
America and has coached
several High School, College and
Youth Racing teams to National
Championship regattas.

To keep up with the sailing
team, follow them on social media!
Facebook:
HopeCollegeSailing
Twitter: ©HopeSailing
Instagram: ©HopeSailing
For more info on the team,
email sailing@hope.edu.
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E lizabeth R eeg

W H O ’S GOT T W O T H U M B S A N D JUST QUALIFIED? THIS GIRL - Elizabeth Reeg (’17)
pictured all smiles, after the sailing event at the Northwestern University Sailing Center In
Evanston, lllnols.

